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THE DENVER BAR ASSOCIATION RECORD
4 Mental Attitude
By HENRY A. DUBBS of The Denver Bar
There is one matter on which I
have seen little comment, but which
I have observed with interest. I re-
fer to the mental attitude of the law-
yer at the bar toward the personality
of the judge on the bench, and in par-
ticular, the effect of that attitude up-
on the work of the lawyer himself.
For many years I have at times
heard lawyers express their fears that
the judge sitting in a particular case
had a personal dislike for them, and
that consequently fair consideration
of their arguments could not be ex-
pected. In rare instances there may
have been some truth in the state-
ment, for human nature still lacks
perfection. More than once, however,
I have observed that the evidence of
judicial feeling of which complaint
was made was not an expression of
personal prejudice as between men,
but a legitimate manifestation of dis-
trust brought about by unfair presen-
tation of the pending case or of some
former case. On the other side of the
matter, it is common knowledge how
frequently real lawyers are highly and
properly successful before judges who
are far from being their personal
friends.
It is my belief that harboring a sus-
picion that a judge is personally un-
friendly, or that any feeling of per-
sonal dislike may direct a ruling,
damages the work of the lawyer him-
self. He cannot present his argument
with the ease and the force which he
would command if he dismissed the
feeling from his mind. He cannot do
justice to himself as he could if he
instilled himself with the thought that
there could be no personal equation
involved, and that a fair presentation
must insure a fair result. Unfortu-
nately the attitude of suspicion grows
on the man who has it, and with that
growth his work becomes less and
less effective. I have known men in
whom it developed to such an extent
that in certain courts they could not
present even the most excellent case
with clarity or with that balanced
view of the entire cause which en-
lightens a court.
It has long seemed to me that a
man coming to the bar would make
his pathway easier if he convinced
himself at the start that lawyers and
judges are not and cannot be antag-
onists; that regardless of personal
friendships and prejudices, honest
work brings honest results; that no
honest judge can decide for or against
a case on account of personal rea-
sons; and that the judge is entitled
to at least all of the presumptions of
honesty which the lawyer can claim
for himself. Even as a matter of mere
selfish desire for success, a lawyer
goes farther if he will not permit him-
self to feel that any personal element
can become a factor in the legal con-
clusion, but on the contrary feels that
the court is his friend regardless of
who sits on the bench.
The men whom I have known to
stand out with lasting reputations in
the profession have been those who
knew the law and who searched for
no ulterior motives underlying decis-
ions. They were lawyers intent upon
legitimately convincing the court rath-
er than upon appealing to the man.
In very rare cases they may have
failed through ignoring real ground
for suspicion, but the ultimate bal-
ance of success and peace of mind
was overwhelmingly In their favor.
Certainly also their work helped to
strengthen the courts; and, for them-
selves, it made the judges their legiti-
mate admirers. I cannot recall a sin-
gle practitioner who stressed his fears
of prejudice and did not suffer ser-
iously in the end. Personally, and
without putting myself in either class,
I may say that I have lost many cases,
but, whatever irritation I may have
felt at times, I do not now have the
slightest thought that the result in
any of them was in any degree con-
ditioned by any feeling of personal
unfriendliness which the judge may
have had toward the losing counsel.
There have been corrupt judges, but
the history of the law reveals the fact
that there have been very few of
them. There have been many judges
who, without the slightest personal
vice, have at times lacked intellectual
honesty- that fine quality which en-
ables the human mind to reason to a
conclusion without regard to first im-
pressions and with no desire to reach
any particular end. This lack, how-
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ever, is common everywhere in life,
and the bar is by no means free from
it. At times we all suffer from the
defect, for the lawyer's desire to reach
a particular conclusion is based upon
considerations which do not exist up-
on the bench. A judicial decision
may be grossly erroneous, but that is
far from saying that it evidences any
prejudice against the lawyer who, in
another forum, can prove that he was
right; and the lawyer who appreciates
this in a practical way adds to his
own comfort.
In a social conversation, the late
Judge Riner of Wyoming once said to
me that off the bench he was John
Riner, but that on the bench he was
the sworn representative of the judi-
cial power of the United States. The
lawyer who assumes that all judges
have this point of view comes far
closer to the truth and to success for
his clients and himself than he who
harbors suspicions of personal ani-
mosity and of its possible influence.
I am far too young to give advice
without request or retainer, but I
have been asked to contribute some-
thing to the Denver Bar Association
Record. Therefore I offer this mere-
ly as an observation.
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